Item No. 24
STAFF SUMMARY FOR JUNE 20-21, 2018
24.

INITIAL PLM HARVEST PROGRAMS (CONSENT)

Today’s Item

Information ☐

Action ☒

Approve the initial Private Lands Wildlife Habitat Enhancement and Management (PLM) Area
license for 2018-2023, and wildlife management plan with seasons, harvests and habitat
improvements for 2018-2019, for one property.
Summary of Previous/Future Actions (N/A)
Background
Fish and Game Code sections 3400-3409, and Title 14 Section 601 prescribe conditions for a
PLM program that provides incentives for landholders to manage their property for the benefit of
fish and wildlife in exchange for access to increased recreational opportunities, such as hunting
tags or extended seasons (“harvest program”). In return for a harvest program, the landholder
must prepare a biologically-sound wildlife management plan and complete specific wildlife
habitat improvements on the PLM property.
There are three types of actions associated with the PLM program: an initial five-year PLM
license; an annual list of PLM seasons, harvests, and habitat improvements; and a five-year
PLM license renewal, with conditions unique to each participant’s property.
The proposed annual seasons, harvests, and habitat improvements for one PLM property have
been reviewed by DFW and found to be in compliance with FGC regulations and policies for
PLMs; the applicant has identified the location where records will be kept and made available for
inspection (Exhibit 1).
Significant Public Comments (N/A)
Recommendation
FGC staff: Approve the DFW recommendation, under a motion to adopt the consent calendar.
DFW: Approve the initial PLM license for 2018-2023, and the wildlife management plan with
annual seasons, harvests and habitat improvements for 2018-2019, on one property, under the
conditions specified in Exhibit 2.
Exhibits
1.
2.

DFW memo, received May 31, 2018
Proposed initial management plan details

Motion/Direction
Moved by _______________and seconded by_________________ that the Commission adopts
the consent calendar, items 23-28.
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